
Product Features

V8 DDR4 U-DIMM

HP Advantage

HP, the world's leading IT company, the world's top 500, business covers IT infrastructure equipment, storage, commercial and home 
computers, printers, digital imaging and other fields, PC shipments for many years in the world's top, the world's billion industry elite are using. 
HP continues to forge ahead in storage technology and make every effort to create new storage products, and will continue to be committed to 
providing high-quality, reliable storage products and services to consumers around the world. HP has a comprehensive after-sales system and 
service outlets in the global region to provide users with a full range of after-sales services.

The HP V8 DDR4 features a high-performance 
overclocking module with speed of up to 3600 MHz, 
providing instant response for game loading. Built 
with a metallic heat sink and cream-white light 
strips, V8 provides customizable RGB lighting effect 
that sparks players to victory.

DDR4 overclocking Dazzling RGB lighting Wide compatibilityHigh-efficient heat sink

Featuring super-fast speed and pro 
performance, V8 provides gamers with 
lightning speed and one-click overclocking.

> DDR4 RGB refreshes your gaming
experience

Built with cream-white light strips and 
highlighted LED lights, the V8 offers gamers 
the customizable eye-catching RGB lighting 
effects.

> Dazzling RGB lighting effect

V8 boasts a metallic heat sink made of 
aluminum alloy for optional performance. It 
remarkably enhances air transfer, dissipating 
heat in an effective way. 

> High-efficient heat sink

The device has passed the compatibility tests 
targeted for the DDR4 motherboards by 
major brands, ensuring its long-term and 
stable performance.

> Wide compatibility& assured
reliability
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HP V8 DDR4  U-DIMM Product Specifications

DDR4 U-DIMM

8 GB / 16 GB

3000 MHz

CL16

1R x 8 / 2R x 8

288 Pin

512 Mb x 8 / 1Gb x 8

1.35 V

0 ℃ to 85 ℃

148.00 x 38.90 x 8.50 mm

≤58 g (With heat sink)

288 Pin

RoHS, CE, FCC, VCCI, RCM, cTUVus

5-Year Limited Warranty

3200 MHz

CL16

3600 MHz

CL18

1. Updates are required throughout product life cycle when necessary. HP reserves the right to change 
product images and specifications at any time without notice.

2. All product specifications are under internal test results and are subject to variations by user's system 
configuration.

3. Product are subject to regional availability.  

4. Instructions for purchasing high-frequency memory: overclocking memory needs to be equipped with 
a matching motherboard and processor to exert its overclocking performance. Please verify prior to 
purchase whether your motherboard and CPU support the specifications of what you want to buy. 
Activate XMP after installation to enjoy the overclocking speed. 
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